An intramolecular induction correction model of the molecular dipole moment.
A model for intramolecular polarization is presented. It is used to describe the changes in the molecular charge distribution occurring as a response to changes of dihedral angles in the molecule. The model is based on a multicenter multipole distribution of the molecular charge distribution. The electric field from this charge distribution induce dipole moments in the same molecule. The model contains atom type parameters to describe the damping of the electric field. A total of four atom types are used. The parameters are fitted to a calibration set with various functional groups, and tested against a validation set. The error obtained for the calibration set is reduced by 92% and by 88% for the validation set, if compared to an accurate state-of-the-art force field. It is shown that rotating the non-polarizable multicenter multipole distribution for the equilibrium geometry gives too large dipole moments for dihedral angles deviating from the equilibrium geometry. This will lead to too large long-range attractions in simulations. This problem is overcome by using the dipole polarizability correction suggested here, which gives dipole moments very close to the Hartree-Fock dipole moments obtained from reference calculations.